
GIRLS MEETS WORLD FARKLE

My name is Farkle Minkus. A Farkle is a loyal, loving, best possible friend there could be. He is the son of Stuart Minkus
and Jennifer Bassett from Boy Meets World, and a best friend of Riley Matthews, Maya Hart, Lucas Friar, and Zay
Babineaux.

Lucas says he'll support Farkle if he runs out of things to talk about. At the end of the school day, Farkle
comes across the History room, and notices Riley, Maya, Lucas, and Missy sitting inside. In the end, they
appreciated Janitor Harley Keiner and said they wouldn't trade their experience for a trip to the moon.
Matthews then confiscates the entire class' complement of cellphones. Farkle says that he is going to be with
Smackle at midnight. Lucas and Farkle are both at the Train Station together, meaning they could've walked
together. Was this review helpful to you? Lucas calls Farkle out for rattling Maya while she's pitching, saying
he's an "evil genius mastermind. Girl Meets World via Disney Channel. They Have A Standing Date With
Mars The most beautiful moment between Farkle and Riley may very well be the moment when Riley
wonders if Farkle wants her to get better at science and he responds that he will always want the best for her.
Farkle admits he's the second best day talker there is. Farkle asked Lucas to do various things to see how
Smackle would react. Lucas with the help of Riley pick Farkle up and use him to dry off the car. As Farkle's
dad greets him, Lucas remarks the obvious fact that his name is Farkle Minkus a detail Farkle assumed Lucas
had known for some time with genuine surprise. Afterwards, Mr. Some hours later, Farkle and school
newcomer, Lucas Friar , meet Maya and the Matthews family at the Bleecker Street Station , to witness Riley
receiving a Metrocard pass of her very own. Claiming to be an actress, she asks for questions, and picks the
familiar figure of Farkle. However, Farkle confides in Riley and Maya that he would prefer to be victorious
over Smackle at her best and asks his friends to undo whatever Farkle Smackle Rematch they did to her. Lucas
does, but is promptly led away to another spot by Missy to discuss their movie going plans, during which
Missy coyly shows off her leg. Clearly the Minkuses trust Cory and Topanga a lot! Matthews goes to answer
it. These two have endgame written all over them. They opposed Cory's thoughts on technology. Uncertain
just how much of what was actually happening was what Maya That's A Rat.


